Several years ago Arthur Barker observed, in an important essay on the structure of Paradise Lost, that 'the effect of balance more or less characteristic of any work of art frequently arrives in Milton at a mathematical plainness almost suggestive of the counting of lines." Since then, the 'almost' has been enthusiastically forgotten and the exploration of Milton's mystical mathematics has been carried to a point that is no longer reassuring. Hidden meanings are not always to be expected from a poet who once declared that 'the very essence of Truth is plainnesse and brightnes." Nevertheless, poetry has its surprises and the excitements of numerology can be accommodated if they supplement structures which are already in existence and which the untutored eye is capable of perceiving. Difficulties arise when the increment of meaning becomes the meaning itself and when the whole epic is presented to us as resting on the dark foundations of an arcane arithmetic.
the ten-book structure, as nO more than 'hucksterism' or the servile imitation of Virgil." Qvanstrom more charitably suggests that the change may have been made to arrive at a more satisfying arrangement but the satisfaction, according to him, consists of seeing that while the crucial lines have been slightly displaced, the central incident considered as an area is now more precisely in the middle of the poem. ' The fascination of numbers surely declares itself in the defences to which its adherents are prepared to be driven.
The truth is that it is not simply the abandonment of the centre-point which is troublesome, but the cavalier manner in which Milton chose to abandon it. Eight lines are unaVOidably added after the centre-point by the division of the original Books VII and x into two books apiece. Two more comparisons in two comparative similes would have sufficed to offset the displacement, and it can scarcely be assumed that a writer blessed with Milton's allusive erudition was incapable of this minor piece of padding. A three-line addition is in fact made in Book v. But Milton then undoes the good work by inserting into Book XI six more uncalled-for ailments in an already lacerating catalogue of diseases. A further one-line addition is made at XI, 551-2 on the wrong side of the centre-point. Finally, whereas the 1667 edition is numbered in tens, the 1674 edition abandons linenumbering. 8 Such behaviour cannot be explained by the desire to imitate Virgil or to sell more copies of the second edition. The conclusion seems rather that Milton was less interested in a numerical centre than in a central event and the constructive question to ask is how the change to twelve books succeeds in significantly surrounding this event.
Barker has demonstrated how the twelve-book scheme makes it possible to see the epic as three units of four books, overhung by the victory of the light and the promise of regeneration. The new arrangement does not obliterate the tragic division into five acts of two books, which the tenbook structure had preViously urged into prominence. 'One must read both poems and see both patterns,' Barker suggests, 'for the two patterns suspend the theme between the horns of a paradox,'" We can go further and remark that a poem is not One structure but several. It is tempting to talk of a formation or pattern of structures, but the phrases, while useful, have their built-in betrayals. It is the interplay which should concern us and the interplay acts both to engender a controlled complexity, and to allow some variation in our sense of the poem, within tightly engineered limits. Because of this resilience, a poem holds the mind and enables the mind to live in it instead of simply watching it. In the present situation, there is in addition to the structures of tragedy, of divine comedy, and of the parallel massing of opposites in recurrence, parody and contrast, a fourth arrangement of significances, with Christ's victory in heaven at its apex. In the ten-book division this came in the sixth of ten books. In the new division it comes in the sixth of twelve. Thus it is centred in the one way that truly matters.'· When Christ's victory is put at the apex of Milton's epic, other events assume a relationship to it and are expounded by it in a distinctive manner. The other structures which are active in the poem reach into these events in different ways and it is the interpenetration of these expoundings and reachings that should open out and model our sense of the poem for us. In this particular frame of interactions, we notice that the first six books of the poem complete a wheel that begins and ends with the fallen angels in hell. The last six books complete another wheel which begins with the creation and ends with the last judgement. Both wheels turn within a still larger chronological circle beginning and ending with the exaltation of the Son and duly marked by references to 'Heaven's great year' and the 'world's great period.' (v, 582-3; XIT, 466-7). Twelve books thus tell us, though not in order, of the twelve months of the platonic year.
Moving away in opposite directions from the apex, we find the exaltation in Book v balanced by the creation in Book VII. The coupling suggests to us that the work of creation takes place both in honouring goodness and in being acted upon by its energy. Creation takes place also in the defeat of evil, as we are asked to see by two creative events flanking an event which is apparently destructive. The earth groans when sin is initiated, but the uprooted and debauched soil of heaven is restored to its frame by the coming of the Son's chariot and puts forth fresh flowers to celebrate his progress (IX, 782-3; IX, 1000-1; VI, 781-5).
Midway in the movement from the apex, we see the fall in Book IX counterpoised by the redemption in Book ill. Evil has already been set within the conrrolling movement of good by the carefully drawn contrast between the hellish and heavenly councils, but an additional link is made and a differentiation stated when across the spaces of the poem, a crisis of evil confronts a crisis of good. The differentiation we must note, is not only between healing and severing the 'Link of Nature' (IX, 914)11 but between two kinds of love and between the right and the wrong kind of sacrifice. Adam's unconscious misuse in IX, 938-48 of Christ's language at III, 156-66 is of course, meant to intensify this contrast.
At the extremes of the epic, we have the initiation of the Satanic enterprise and its consummation in the expulsion from Eden." The base of the design is tragic but Christ's victory shines over it not only at the apex, but throughout the poem, in a parallel movement of response to the forward movement of the Satanic plan." The structure here connects with other structures and our sense of what it means depends on our perception of how it is engaged.
To complete the symmetries of disposition we need to connect Book IV to Book VIII and Book If to Book x. These connections are not as crucial as those already made but they exert SOme shaping force within the pattern. Book IV tells us of Eve's creation as it is seen by herself. Book vrn tells us of it, as it is seen by Adam. There is a difference in the two accounts which helps to define the movement from innocence to peril and as the second account rellects back on the first, we become better aware of what can emerge from the joining of two vulnerabilities -Eve's potential selfabsorption and Adam's potential uxory. Books II and x are joined by the presence of Sin and Death, by the promise and acquisition of an empire and by the bUilding, in the tenth book, of the infernal causeway to which a passage in the second book looks forward (n, 1023-36). The connection becomes stronger when we recall that these are the only two books in which Sin and Death make an appearance.
To cite these connections is by no means to imply that other connections are not possible or profitable." It is merely to indicate how the possibilities of the twelve-book structure strengthen and elaborate the poem that we know. The substance remains as it was, but as our attention is differently directed by the structures that are brought into engagement, our recognition of the substance alters and perhaps moves closer to the richness of the truth. To achieve this result a numerical centre is superseded by a central event. Depending On the way we look at it, we can regard this supersession as a price to be paid, or as the confirming of a sense of proportion. One residual difficulty remains. Twelve books do not divide evenly round a central book. Neither for that matter do ten. To establish the symmetries outlined earlier, two books after Book VI have to be treated as one. Books XI and XII have therefore been regarded as a unit. They were one book in the first edition and in their nature they join together more easily than any other two books. The slight irregularity is fully consonant with Milton's interest in structures which both satisfy and violate our expectation of symmetry -an interest for which there is by nOw not inconsiderable evidence. to The advantage of a central event rather than a numerical centre, is that it is more readily recognized. Its directing force in a structure is easier to perceive and its position among many relationships can be held more steadily in the mind's eye. Moreover, reflection suggests that it is Christ's victory in heaven that is truly significant, rather than his ascending of a sapphire throne in a chariot, even in that armament of 'radiant Urim,' on which esoteric annotation can wax rapturous.'· The argument to Book VI, which ought not to be wholly misleading, does not mention this allegedly crucial 'enthronement'l1 and concentrates On the expulsion of the rebellious angels. It is, of course, in the expulsion itself that the energy of the poetry is most potent. This is not all that ought to be said, and we are invited to recognize that the force of the good is exalted in its victories and that all victories of the good are acts of creativeness. But other parts of the poem also tell us that the good is exalted through its humiliations. In any case, what we can learn here of the nature of goodness must emerge from the whole event rather than from two lines, however central or striking.
The two days of dubious battle in heaven which precede Christ's victory on the morning of the third day, are intended to mean more than one thing. They suggest to us for example, that commitment to the good is not enough to achieve the defeat of evil. The faithful can defend themselves as the lady can in Comus, but ultimate deliverance must come from a source beyond the self. Meanwhile, the war between righteousness and its opposite will continue and will breed the havoc which is in the nature of war. Such havoc will indeed mount until the frame of order is threatened. Loyalty to God will not mitigate the struggle, or give us the consolation of having the upper hand in it. It will merely anchor us to the divine deliverance. The application to Milton's time and to other times is desigoed and is all the more weighty for not being explicitly urged. But the three days also point to the crucifixion and to Christ's triumph over death." Christ's exaltation on the third day according to Milton, comprised the three distinct stages of resurrection, ascension, and session at the right hand of God.'· All three stages are pre-enacted in the victory in heaven.'· The third stage of exaltation is also pre-enacted in the initial act which occasioned Satan's rebellion." Before these preenactments are brought before us in the actual How of the poem, the third book looks back on the battle in heaven which is to follow and also looks forward to the fall, the resurrection, and the final victory. The movement suspends time and yet is also a progress from envisioning to typological performance and from thence into prophetic actuality. In addition, certain passages on the victory in heaven (VI, 835-8; 848-52) adumbrate the inward nature of the final victory and it is not accidental that Michael, who takes part so prominently in the first battle, is chosen to expound the Regained connects itself to the first and last victories through remembrances of imagery, through the implications of two heroic similes and by the exposure of Satan's mistaken assumption (r, 89-93) that the antagonist he confronts is not the antagonist who drove him out of heaven."
The effect of these pre-enactments and foreseeings is to suggest a pattern both in and out of time, but also to help us to see Christ's victories as a circle in which any point involves the whole circumference. To vary the figure and to safeguard ourselves from the betrayals of anyone figure, we can think of each of Christ's victories as an aspect of a central and timeless truth in which all other aspects are to some degree reRected. It is through the pattern that words approach the stillness and all is always now, though the doors of perception can only open to a limited degree to the totality of the whole that is always present. Milton's disclosure of this wholeness is not in the end metaphorical or typolOgical though it does call upon both metaphorical and typological alertness. It is what we should expect it to be, an achievement of the poetic imagination. To see this achievement fully is to recognize that what we see is not restricted to one pattern. Another design engages with the one we are contemplating and obliges us to modify our recognition that the victory in heaven constitutes an apex in relation to which the poem can be arranged and by which several of the poem's crucial relationships can be explored. A responsive reading cannot but remind us that the true pinnacle of the poem is reached in the third book where time stands fixed (and stands fixed even in the mixture of tenses), so that the pattern can be disengaged and understood. The intensity of the light is measured here by the depth of a previous darkness and by the passionate ascent of the poet's own invocation. Christ's victory in heaven is a living out of what is seen from this ultimate height of the imagination. It is a window opening on eternity and on the nature of creative goodness which is forever re-enacted and renewed. It stands dominantly in a certain design only because a larger design surrounds it.
When we consider the widening symmetries of the poem, with Christ's triumph in heaven at their apex, the circle of Christ's victories, and the parallel movement of the satanic plan and the divine response, we are tempted to the conclusion that Milton's epic is decisively Christocentric. But as is obvious, the title of the poem is neither 'Christ's Victory' nor 'Satan's Revenge:" The first few lines speak of man and of a greater man and the movement of the poem does not fail to bear out this initial indication of where the centre of the drama is to lie. What we call the 'universe' of Paradise Lost is almost intimidatingly homocentric: the location of hell, the suspending of the world between contending forces, the elaborate massing of opposites, the huge sweep and swoop of the diabolic journey, the final zeroing-in on the small seed of weakness in the minds of two people in a fortified garden, bring to bear upon the act of decision, a comprehensive and crushing pressure of convergence. The very size of the universe maximises the hinterland into which the consequences of freedom can explode. Man's responsibility lies at the centre of this world and at the heart of every phase of its history. When we recognize this, we see that it is precisely because of the weight of forces that bear in so powerfully upon Eden, that the counterpull of other structures is needed: a centre of significance must stand over the dramatic centre, not only to tell us what the drama means, but also to tell us where meaning is to be anchored.
An inspection of Paradise Lost even as cursory as this, should leave us sharply aware of the poem's potent intricacy. But to study Milton's epic is not to wonder at an enchanted palace. We contemplate a model of reality and the validity of that model must depend On the range of complexity it is able to enfold and to unify. The reach of the poem remains impressive to us because of the constant application of this integrative power. In the twelve books of its life it is able to put it to us insistently and decisively that reality has a design and that the design of reality cannot be other than a balance of many designs. 
